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ABSTRACT

The presence of multiple populations (MPs) with distinctive light element abundances
is a widespread phenomenon in clusters older than 6 Gyr. Clusters with masses, luminosities, and sizes comparable to those of ancient globulars are still forming today.
Nonetheless, the presence of light element variations has been poorly investigated in
such young systems, even if the knowledge of the age at which this phenomenon develops is crucial for theoretical models on MPs. We use J-band integrated spectra of
three young (7-40 Myr) clusters in NGC 4038 to look for Al variations indicative of
MPs. Assuming that the large majority (≥70%) of stars are characterised by high Al
content – as observed in Galactic clusters with comparable mass; we find that none of
the studied clusters show significant Al variations. Small Al spreads have been measured in all the six young clusters observed in the near-infrared. While it is unlikely
that young clusters only show low Al whereas old ones display different levels of Al
variations; this suggests the possibility that MPs are not present at such young ages
at least among the high-mass stellar component. Alternatively, the fraction of stars
with field-like chemistry could be extremely large, mimicking low Al abundances in
the integrated spectrum. Finally, since the near-infrared stellar continuum of young
clusters is almost entirely due to luminous red supergiants, we can also speculate that
MPs only manifest themselves in low mass stars due to some evolutionary mechanism.
Key words: globular clusters: general – galaxies: star clusters: general – galaxies:
star clusters: individual: SSC 35897, SSC 36731, SSC 50776
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INTRODUCTION

Globular clusters (GCs) have been largely demonstrated to
host multiple populations (MPs) with distinctive chemistry
(e.g., Gratton, Carretta & Bragaglia 2012). In particular,
nearly all GCs show significant spread in their light element content, with strong anti-correlations between C, N, O,
Na, Al and He star-to-star differences (e.g., Carretta et al.
2009a,c). Such star-to-star light element variations are not
observed only in Galactic GCs, but they have been found
also in extragalactic stellar cluster with ages ≥ 6 Gyr (e.g.
Colucci et al. 2009; Mucciarelli et al. 2009; Dalessandro et al.
2016; Hollyhead et al. 2017; Niederhofer et al. 2017b). Conversely, massive (∼105 M ), intermediate-age clusters (1-3
Gyr) do not show any inhomogeneity in their [Na/Fe] and
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[Al/Fe] content or photometric splits along their red giant
branches (RGBs) when imaged in special filters used to pinpoint the presence of MPs (Mucciarelli et al. 2008, 2014,
Martocchia et al. 2017). Finally, Milky Way (MW) field stars
generally do not show anti-correlations (Martell et al. 2011,
but see also Schiavon et al. 2017b) and no unmistakable
chemical anomalies were found in open clusters (e.g., Bragaglia et al. 2012).
The popular scenarios introduced to explain the presence of MPs in GCs generally invoke subsequent episodes
of star formation (e.g. Decressin et al. 2009; D’Antona
et al. 2016) where Na-poor/O-rich/C-rich stars are the
first stars that formed, while Na-rich/O-poor/N-rich stars
formed some tens/hundreds of Myr later from the freshly
synthesised material from the first generation. Nonetheless,
all the proposed models struggle in reproducing the observational evidence (e.g. Larsen, Strader & Brodie 2012; Larsen
et al. 2014; Kruijssen 2015; Bastian, Cabrera-Ziri & Salaris
2015; Bastian & Lardo 2015); suggesting that also other so-
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lutions should be investigated to explain this puzzling phenomenon.
The recent discovery that young massive clusters
(YMCs) with masses and sizes similar to those of the ancient GCs are still forming today offers a fresh perspective
to study MPs (e.g. Bastian et al. 2013; Bastian, Hollyhead
& Cabrera-Ziri 2014; Cabrera-Ziri et al. 2014, 2015; Niederhofer et al. 2015). Such clusters reside in galaxies characterised by strong star formation activity, and they are so
luminous that can be observed also in distant galaxies (e.g.
Portegies Zwart, McMillan & Gieles 2010).
Abundance analysis from integrated spectra generally
requires population synthesis to define the dominant contribution to the stellar luminosity. However, the near-infrared
stellar continuum of YMCs is almost entirely due to luminous red supergiant stars (RSGs) which contribute up to
∼95% of the total flux as soon as YMCs are older than ∼7
Myr (Gazak et al. 2014). This allows a major simplification in population synthesis techniques, making the interpretation of integrated YMC spectra straightforward. Indeed, RSG effective temperatures are constant within ±200
K (Davies et al. 2013a) and do not depend on the metallicity (Gazak et al. 2015). Also, RSGs in a cluster have similar
luminosities and nearly identical masses, and therefore similar surface gravities. Hence, spectra of cluster RSG stars are
virtually identical in the J-band and their summed spectrum
can be modelled with an equivalent, average RSG spectrum.
As a matter of fact, such approach has been successfully used
to measure metallicities an abundances of YMCs in external
galaxies (e.g. Larsen et al. 2006, 2008; Gazak et al. 2014;
Lardo et al. 2015).
Interestingly, the J-band also covers two prominent Al
lines. Al is an element that varies in GCs, and if GCs and
YMCs are indeed the same stellar systems observed at different ages, we would expect to observe such Al variations also
in the latter. This opens a unique window to quantitatively
investigate the presence of light element variations in stellar
systems that could become GCs in a few Gyr. Following this
line of investigation, Cabrera-Ziri et al. (2016) presented a
differential analysis between Al lines from the integrated Jband spectrum of NGC 1705: 1, a young (∼ 15 Myr) and
massive (∼106 M ) cluster in NGC 1705, and the composite
spectrum of field RSGs of similar metallicities, which do not
show any light element variation. They exclude at high confidence extreme [Al/Fe] enhancements (≥0.7 dex) like the
ones observed in GCs like NGC 2808 and NGC 6752 (e.g.
Carretta et al. 2009a); but they cannot exclude that smaller
Al variations are in place.
In Lardo et al. (2015) we targeted three YMCs in
NGC 4038, a galaxy part of the Antennae merging systems,
to directly measure their metallicities of from low-resolution
(R [λ∆λ] ' 3200) KMOS spectra. The analysed spectra also
include the above-mentioned Al doublet. Here we carry out
an analysis similar to that presented in Cabrera-Ziri et al.
(2016) to look for Al variations in these three clusters and
enlarge the sample of YMCs where Al variations have been
constrained. If Al variations are found, we can conclude that
YMCs and GCs are the same kind of stellar objected and
thus every scenario proposed to explain MPs should be able
to fit the observational properties of YMCs (i.e., no evidence
of ongoing star formation or gas reservoirs within YMCs, no
evidence of age spreads in YMCs; see Bastian et al. 2013;

Table 1. SSCs targeted. Identification, ages, and masses are from
Whitmore et al. (2010). Atmospheric parameters used to measure
Al abundances along with [Z/H] values are from Lardo et al.
(2015).

ID

log (τ/yr)

Mass
(M

Teff
(K)

log g
(dex)

ξ
(km/s)

[Z]
(dex)

35897
36731
50776

7.6
7.6
6.8

4.5 ×105
1.1 ×106
1.1 ×106

3890
3750
3770

0.4
0.6
0.5

1.7
2.0
2.0

0.01 ± 0.07
0.09 ± 0.08
0.11 ± 0.07

Bastian & Strader 2014; Bastian, Hollyhead & Cabrera-Ziri
2014; Cabrera-Ziri et al. 2014, 2015; Niederhofer et al. 2015).
Conversely, if Al spreads are not present in YMCs we should
explore other solutions to explain why MPs are observed
only in ≥ 6 Gyr old clusters; i.e. in stars with a mass ≤ 1.2
M . In both cases, the constrain of the age (at thus the stellar mass) at which MPs are observed turns out to crucial
for cluster studies. Indeed, the exploration of MPs in YMCs
and intermediate age clusters constitutes at the present the
only way to get fundamental insights in MP origin and not
only on MP phenomenology.
This article is structured as follows: we describe the
observational material and data in Section 2. We compare
observed spectra with synthetic ones in Section 3 in order to
look for Al variation. We summarise our findings and draw
our conclusions in Section 4.

2

OBSERVATIONAL MATERIAL AND
PREVIOUS RESULTS FROM LITERATURE

Our sample consists of the three YMCs presented in in Lardo
et al. (2015). Their masses, metallicities, and ages are listed
in Table 1 along with other useful information. While we
refer to Lardo et al. (2015) for a detailed discussion, in the
following we briefly summarise data reduction and analysis.
Clusters were observed with VLT/KMOS (PI: Kudritzki: 093.B-0023) for a total exposure time of 6000s,
yielding to a signal-to-noise ratio ≥100 for each spectrum.
KMOS is a spectrograph equipped with 24 integral-field
units (IFUs) that can be allocated within a 7.20 diameter
field-of-view. (FoV). Each IFU comprises a projected area
on the sky of about 2.800 × 2.800 , which is sampled by an array
of 14×14 spatial pixels with an angular size of 0.200 each. To
reduce data, we used the standard recipes provided by the
Software Package for Astronomical Reduction with KMOS
(SPARK; Davies et al. 2013b). KMOS IFU data cubes were
flat fielded, wavelength calibrated, and telluric corrected1 using the standard KMOS/esorex routines. Additionally, spectra were corrected for variations in spectral resolution and
wavelength calibration across the field-of-view of each IFU
(see Lardo et al. 2015, for details).
Metallicity [Z] (normalised to Solar values, [Z] = log

1

We note that the two prominent Al lines investigated in this
paper are not affected by strong telluric absorption.
MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2015)

2.1

Aluminium variations in Galactic globulars:
data from literature

Aluminium, along with other light-elements like C, N, O,
and Na has been observed to vary in GCs (Gratton, Carretta & Bragaglia 2012). However, while some clusters display large [Al/Fe] variations (which can amount up to ≥1
dex), stars in other clusters share the same Al abundance.
In Cabrera-Ziri et al. (2016) we draw a homogenous
catalogue of literature [Al/Fe] abundances for 25 GCs in
order to quantitatively measure the level of Al enhancement observed in GC stars. For each cluster in our sample
we compute ∆[Al/Fe], defined as the difference between the
mean [Al/Fe] abundance and the pristine [Al/Fe] abundance
in cluster stars; i.e. ∆[Al/Fe]= mean([Al/Fe])-min([Al/Fe]).
We then divide the [Al/Fe] spread observed in GCs in three
broad ranges: moderate, intermediate and extreme according to their ∆[Al/Fe] values (∆[Al/Fe]= 0.1, 0.3 and 0.7 dex,
respectively. We refer to Cabrera-Ziri et al. (2016) for a
complete summary of the measured Al spreads, their standard deviation and maximum [Al/Fe] variation, along with
the references to the literature employed to characterise the
spectroscopic sample.
No statistically significant correlation is found between
the level of Al enhancement and metallicity (see CabreraZiri et al. 2016 and lower panel of Figure 5), suggesting
that metal-rich clusters do not necessarily show smaller Al
overabundances than metal-poor ones. This means that high
levels of Al enrichments could potentially also be observed at
solar and slightly super-solar metallicities, i.e. the metallicity
regime characteristic of YMCs (see Table 1).

3

INFERRING ALUMINIUM ABUNDANCES
FROM YOUNG MASSIVE CLUSTER
INTEGRATED SPECTRA

The KMOS spectra of the three Antennae clusters studied
in Lardo et al. (2015). include the strong Al doublet at '
13123.38 and 13150.71 Å. Hence, the direct comparison of
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Fe, Mg, Si, and Ti abundances from individual lines are assumed
to be representative of the metallicity Z.
MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2015)
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Z/Z )2 and atmospheric parameters were derived by comparing the observed spectra with a grid of single-star synthetic spectra degraded at the same spectral resolution than
the observed ones. Model atmospheres were calculated with
the MARCS code (Gustafsson et al. 2008), while the synthetic spectra were computed using the updated version of
the SIU code (Bergemann et al. 2012). Departure from local thermodynamic equilibrium for Fe i, Mg i, Si i, and Ti i
lines were also included (e.g. Bergemann et al. 2012). The
best fit model has been derived through a χ2 minimisation
between the observed spectrum and a template spectrum at
each point in the model grid, taking into accounts possible
shifts and variations in instrumental spectral resolution between the data and the models. In Figure 1 we present the
normalised spectra in a narrow region in the J-band where
most of the metallic lines are located to illustrate the quality
of the data.

FeI
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Figure 1. Normalised spectra of the analysed clusters in a narrow
spectral window in the J band. The metallic absorption lines used
to measure the overall metallicity [Z] are shown (see Lardo et al.
2015).

Figure 2. Clusters’s spectra around the Al doublet at ∼ 13123.38
and 13150.71 Å. The observed spectra are plotted in black. Superimposed are synthetic spectra with solar-scaled composition computed with the appropriate atmospheric parameters and metallicities listed in Table 1. Synthetic spectra are computed by varying
the Al abundance by [Al/Fe]= +0.0, +0.1, +0.3, +0.7 dex (see
legend in the top panel).
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the observed spectra with synthetic ones computed with appropriate atmospheric parameters and metallicities and different Al enhancements can give us indication whether or
not MP are present in YMCs (e.g. Cabrera-Ziri et al. 2016).
If MP light element variations are originated via stellar
nucleosynthesis in the interiors of intermediate-to-massive
stars from a previous generations, larger polluter masses are
required to produce Al variations than those needed to originate N and Na spreads3 . This means that YMCs could still
display N or Na variations while having constant star-tostar Al content. Unfortunately, there are no Na lines in the
J-band spectra of RSG, and most of the N and O is locked up
in molecules at the temperatures typical of RSG stars and
hence is difficult to measure directly. While high-resolution
optical studies are still possible but extremely time demanding in terms of observing time for such distant systems, they
also require population synthesis to define the dominant
contribution to the stellar luminosity at these wavelengths.
Nonetheless, Al variations are observed in Galactic globulars
with masses comparable to those of the YMCs studied here
(see Section 3.2 and Cabrera-Ziri et al. 2016). Thus, there
is no reason why a large N and Na enhancement should be
associated with no Al variations in YMCs, as Al abundance
variations can safely be considered as signature of MPs.
Figure 2 shows the normalised integrated light spectra in a region centred around the two strong Al features.
Synthetic spectra with Al abundance varied by +0.0, +0.1,
+0.3, and +0.7 dex are also shown; i.e. simulating the enhancement observed in Galactic GC stars with no Al variations or moderate, intermediate, and extreme [Al/Fe] enhancement (see Section 2.1). For our computations, we assume that stars with pristine composition in these young and
metal-rich systems have solar Al abundance. This seems to
be supported by observations of field and metal-rich cluster stars (e.g. Reddy et al. 2003; Fulbright, McWilliam &
Rich 2007; Schiavon et al. 2017a) , as well as from sparse
Al measurements in the Magellanic Clouds (e.g. Mucciarelli
et al. 2009; Dalessandro et al. 2016). The spectra are all
consistent with no Al enhancement, suggesting that chemical anomalies are not present (a) at such early ages and/or
(b) in massive RSG stars with typical masses ≥15 M , or
(c) the number of RSGs with pristine chemical composition
is significantly larger than that of RSGs showing high Al
content. However, significant variations in Al can still be in
place if stars with field-like composition (i.e. pristine stars)
in the sampled clusters have an depleted Al abundances, i.e.
[Al/Fe] < 0.0 dex because of the chemical evolution of the
Antennae.

3.1

The impact of primordial/enriched ratio on
the inferred Al abundances

The integrated spectrum of RSG stars with mixed chemical composition (primordial + enriched populations, each
accounting for a variable and unknown percentage of the

3

The temperatures required to activate the MgAl cycle are T
≥70 × 106 K, while those required to activate the ON and NeNa
cycles to produce N and Na variations are T ≥40 × 106 K (e.g.
Denisenkov & Denisenkova 1989; Langer, Hoffman & Sneden
1993).

Figure 3. KMOS spectra around the J-band Al doublet for cluster 50776. The observed spectra are plotted in black. Superimposed are the composite synthetic spectra computed for three
different primordial-to-enriched population ratios (10/90, 30/70,
50/50, 70/30; from top to bottom) and Al abundance altered by
[Al/Fe]= +0.0, +0.1, +0.3, +0.7 dex. Colours are the same as in
Figure 2.

whole cluster population) would show weaker Al lines if the
number of RSG stars with primordial composition outnumber the number the stars with high Al content. We perform a simple experiment to assess the impact of different
primordial-to-enriched population ratios on Al doublet appearance in integrated spectra. To this end, we calculate
the composite spectrum from a population of 100 RSG stars
with 90%, 70%, 50%, and 30% of stars showing moderate,
intermediate, and extreme Al enhancement.
Results for clusters 50776 are shown in Figure 3. From
this Figure it is clear how a small fraction of enriched stars
relative to primordial ones could mimic the absence of any
Al enhancement, as the summed spectrum is dominated by
RSGs with field-like [Al/Fe] abundances (see bottom panel
of Figure 3). A quick comparison between observed and theMNRAS 000, 1–8 (2015)
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Figure 4. The run of ∆[Al/Fe] spread against the assumed fraction of stars with primordial chemistry is shown for the three
analysed clusters. The shaded regions display the 1-σ errors on
[Al/Fe] measurements.

oretical spectra indicates that we would be able to detect
only a very large Al enhancement (∆[Al/Fe]=+0.70 dex) if
Al-rich RSGs only account for 30% of the total RSG population. We would not measure even such large [Al/Fe] variations if enriched RSGs were less then the 30% of the total
RSG population. On the contrary, we can exclude both intermediate and extreme Al enrichment if SP RSG stars constitute more than 70% of the RSG population; i.e. ∆[Al/Fe]
≤ 0.1 dex.
To accurately quantify how different primordial/enriched ratios affect the inferred Al variations,
we re-derive abundances (along with their associated 1-σ
uncertainties) assuming a primordial/enriched ratio equal
to 0/100, 10/90, 30/70, 50/50, 70/30. Figure 4 shows the
run of ∆[Al/Fe] against the assumed fraction of stars with
pristine composition. This Figure shows that the inferred
[Al/Fe] spread strongly changes when assuming different
primordial/enriched mixtures. For example, in the case of
35897, we measure ∆[Al/Fe]=0.30 dex (σ=0.13 dex) when
primordial/enriched=70/30 and a much lower Al spread
(∆[Al/Fe]=0.10 dex, with σ=0.08 dex) when enriched RSGs
account for 90% of the total RSG population. For 36731, Al
variations do not exceed ∆[Al/Fe]=0.10 dex (σ=0.11 dex)
even if stars with primordial Al abundances amount to 70%
of the total RSG population.
Some comments about the primordial-to-enriched ratio measured in GCs are necessary. The global primordial/enriched ratio is still poorly constrained, as a robust
assessment of the relative fraction between primordial and
enriched stars needs necessarily to rely on accurate photometry with large radial coverage, from the centre to the cluster
outskirts (Dalessandro et al. 2014; Massari et al. 2016). Spectroscopic studies find the primordial/enriched ratio to be
almost constant and equal to ' 70:30 in Galactic GCs (Carretta et al. 2010b; Bastian & Lardo 2015). Conversely, Hubble Space Telescope photometric investigations reveal that
fraction of primordial stars ranges from ' 67% to '8% and
shows a trend with cluster mass (Milone et al. 2017). Hence,
MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2015)
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in the mass range of our clusters, the fraction of stars with
field-like composition is expected to be low, i.e. we should be
dominated by enriched stars (see also Section 3.2). Spectroscopic studies are mostly based on FLAMES spectra, thus
they sample preferably the outermost regions of clusters due
to fiber positioning problems in the inner parts. The cluster crowded cores are accessible through photometric spacebased studies, which however are characterised by a much
limited FoV (∼3’ × 3’)4 . Moreover, the quoted FP/SP ratio
generally refers to the number of primordial and enriched
stars falling within a the instrument FoV, hence this number
reflects a local property of clusters because different regions
are sampled at the same projected distance in GCs with
disparate structural properties (this is particularly true for
space-based studies as the one presented by Milone et al.
2017). In those respects, a homogeneous compilation of primordial/enriched ratio values at different half-light (or core)
radii for the clusters studied so far with photometry would
be most welcome.

3.2

Constraints on Al variations from RSG
dominated clusters

The near-infrared stellar continuum of YMCs is almost entirely due to luminous RSGs which contribute more than
than 95% of the J, H, and K flux at ≥10 Myr (e.g. Larsen
et al. 2006; Gazak et al. 2014). Besides the three clusters presented here and NGC 1705:1 (Cabrera-Ziri et al.
2016), [Al/Fe] measurements exist for two young massive
clusters from near-infrared spectroscopy: NGC 6946-1447,
a young (∼10-15 Myr), and massive (1.7 × 106 M ) cluster in NGC 6949 (Larsen et al. 2006); and NGC 1569B, a ∼15-25 Myr massive (4.4 × 10 6 M ) cluster in the
dwarf irregular NGC 1569 (Larsen et al. 2008). Both clusters have [Al/Fe] abundance ratios consistent with moderate/intermediate spreads ([Al/Fe]=0.25 ± 0.18 dex and 0.23
± 0.11 dex for NGC 6946-144 and NGC 1569, respectively)
as found for the clusters studied here.
In Figure 5, we plot the observed spread of [Al/Fe] in
GCs from the homogeneous survey performed by Carretta
and collaborators as a function of the current cluster mass M
with the inclusion of the YMCs studied from integrated light
spectroscopy. We added also Al measurements obtained by
SDSS-III/APOGEE and presented in Schiavon et al. (2017a)
for four GCs (namely Palomar 6, Terzan 5, NGC 6553, and
NGC 6528) in the Inner Galaxy to probe the high metallicity regime. For our YMCs we consider the Al spread derived by assuming that the majority (∼70%) of RSG stars
are enriched in their light element content (see Figure 4),
as observed in Galactic old globulars of comparable masses
(Milone et al. 2017). Galactic GCs could have lost a large
fraction of mass, according to most of the theoretical models invoked to explain multiple populations. (e.g. D’Ercole
et al. 2008). However, all the available observations have
called into question the proposed heavy mass-loss (Larsen,
Strader & Brodie 2012; Bastian & Lardo 2015; Kruijssen
2015). Thus, the assumption that the present-day cluster

4

For comparison, FLAMES can access targets over a 25’ diameter FoV.

mass represents a good proxy for the initial one appears
reasonable.
The top panel of Figure 5 shows a mild correlation between ∆[Al/Fe] and M, indicating that the extension (magnitude) of the Al variations is larger for massive clusters (e.g.
Carretta et al. 2009a)5 . All the YMCs analysed are located
towards large M, yet they all show very small Al enhancement (if any). Hence, even if the Al enhancement measured
from integrated light spectra of massive, young, and metalrich cluster is virtually consistent with what observed in
ancient globulars (see also bottom panel of Figure 5, where
we plot the measured ∆[Al/Fe] for Galactic GCs and YMCs
studied from integrated light against metallicity), it is not
clear why we do not find any YMCs with large Al enhancement since GCs with masses comparable to those of the
observed YMCs display both high and low Al enrichment
levels.
This would suggests that MPs are not present among
red supergiants in YMCs, which are either too young to
display light element variations (assuming that some unknown mechanism is responsible for the onset of MPs only
in long-lived objects with masses .1 M ) or either intrinsically different from GCs where such variation are commonly observed. Conversely, for some reason variations in
Al are indeed present among YMCs stars, but the number of stars showing large Al enhancement only amounts
to a small fraction fraction of the total cluster population (see Section 3.1). This could also be the case, even if
observational data suggests that primordial/enriched ratio
anti-correlates with mass. Indeed, according to the relation
showed in Milone et al. (2017), enriched stars would account
for ∼80% of the total number of stars for GCs with masses
comparable to those of the three YMCs analysed here.

4

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We perform an analysis of integrated J-band spectra for
three young (∼ 7 – 40 Myr) and massive (M ∼ 5 × 105 –
106 M ) clusters in NGC 4038, part of the Antennae interacting system, in order to look for Al variations. If present,
such variations would demonstrate that MPs are present (a)
also in massive RSGs (with typical masses ≥ 15 M ) and/or
(b) since the very early stages of cluster evolution. We find
that our integrated spectra are consistent with showing only
an intermediate [Al/Fe] spread (i.e. ∆[Al/Fe] ≤ 0.3 dex) if
enriched RSGs represent only a minor fraction (≤ 30%) of
the total RSG total population. If we assume that the vast
majority of stars in clusters are enriched stars (as observed
in old globulars with comparable mass; e.g. , Milone et al.
2017), we conclude that all clusters are consistent with virtually showing no Al variations, i.e. ∆[Al/Fe] . 0.15 dex. It
should be emphasised that these conclusion are valid only
if stars with field stars in the Antennae have solar [Al/Fe]
abundances, so that the possible primordial population has
[Al/Fe] ' 0.
No high resolution Al abundances are available for GCs
5

The observed trend possibly reminds of the correlation between
the masses of GCs and the mean stellar abundances of nitrogen
observed by Schiavon et al. (2013) from integrated spectra of 72
old GCs in the Andromeda galaxy.

∆[Al/Fe]
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Figure 5. Top panel: ∆[Al/Fe] as a function of cluster mass.
Filled and empty squares (and upper limits) shown the Al spread
derived from integrated light spectra of young clusters (Larsen
et al. 2006, 2008; Cabrera-Ziri et al. 2016) and the three clusters presented in this paper, respectively. Bottom panel: ∆[Al/Fe]
as a function of cluster metallicities. In both panels teal circles
represent the abundances derived by the homogeneous study by
Carretta and collaborators. Red triangles are metal-rich clusters
from the APOGEE survey presented in Schiavon et al. (2017a).
The solid line is a linear fit to the Carretta data. The dotted line
represents the mean ∆[Al/Fe]. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient is show on the top-left corners of both panels. The values
in parentheses are computed with the inclusion of the metal-rich
clusters studied by Schiavon et al. (2017a). The (anti)correlation
between metallicity and ∆[Al/Fe] is mild, while the correlation is
weak between ∆[Al/Fe] and [Fe/H]. The p-value is also listed. Errors on R squared and p values have been computed by means of
5000 bootstrap realisations. Data are from: Carretta et al. 2009b;
Gratton et al. 2006, 2007; Carretta et al. 2014b, 2013, 2011; Carretta 2014; Carretta et al. 2015, 2007, 2014a; Bragaglia et al. 2015;
Carretta et al. 2010a, 2012; Cabrera-Ziri et al. 2016; Larsen et al.
2006, 2008; Schiavon et al. 2017a.

in the metallicity regime covered by our Antennae clusters
([Fe/H] ' 0.0-0.1 dex), to perform a direct comparison. However, ∼ 40% of the Galactic GCs show moderate or higher
[Al/Fe] enhancement (see Figure 5 and Cabrera-Ziri et al.
2016). The six YMCs for which Al abundances exist (i.e. the
three presented here and the clusters from Cabrera-Ziri et al.
2016 and Larsen et al. 2006, 2008) are all are consistent with
having Al variations ≤ 0.3 dex. So the probability that we
have missed clusters with Al variation larger that 0.3 dex is
P∼0.606 ≤ 1%. This probability is low enough to confidently
state that RSG stars in YMCs do not possess any significant
Al overabundance.
If multiple stellar populations are indeed present in
YMCs but their RSGs only show small Al star-to-star variations, it remains to be explained why GCs show different levels of [Al/Fe] spreads and YMCs do not. On the other hand,
the absence of high Al enhancement could also indicate that
YMCs do not host MPs. This would imply either that GCs
and YMCs are inherently different or MPs only develop later
during cluster evolution due to some unknown evolutionary
mechanism which affect only low-mass stars with masses ≤1
M (i.e. the highest stellar mass at which MP have been
detected so far; see Hollyhead et al. 2017) and not the more
MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2015)
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massive RSG stars sampled in near-infrared spectroscopic
studies of YMCs.
Under the assumption that YMCs represent the young
counterparts of the ancient GCs, we can briefly discuss the
implications of our results for the most popular multiple
population formation scenarios. The timescales associated
with the fast rotating massive stars and asymptotic giant
branch (AGB) stars scenarios are ≤10 Myr and between 30200 Myr, respectively. Thus, according to these scenarios, we
should be able to observe Al variations in our clusters, which
have ages between ∼7 - 40 Myr. However, models where enriched stars forms out of a mixture of pristine material and
ejecta from AGB stars with pristine composition require that
a burst of star formation within clusters form enriched stars
with an initial mass function (IMF) truncated at high masses
to reduce the required mass budget and avoid more supernovae (e.g., D’Ercole et al. 2008, 2010)6 . Therefore, even
though it is not clear why enriched stars should be characterised an IMF radically different from that of primordial
ones, our result is still compatible with AGB model which
assume that no Al-rich with masses above ∼8 M can form
within them; i.e. clusters do not form enriched red supergiants.
Finally, while large and homogeneous photometric and
spectroscopic surveys (Piotto et al. 2015; Carretta et al.
2009c,a) had the merit of having built a benchmark of MP
properties in old (≥10 Gyr) clusters with standard structural
and orbital properties, they partially overlooked systems
that occupy interesting locations in the parameter space (either in mass, age, metallicity, environment at formation). In
these regards, fresh insights can be obtained by the study
of YMCs or clusters with intermediate-age. While the MW
lacks a population of massive stellar clusters with ages below
≤9-10 Gyr, the Magellanic Clouds host significant population of such clusters. A systematic photometric survey of
clusters in a large age range (from 100 Myr to 12 Gyr) using a special combination of filters (e.g., Marino et al. 2008;
Lardo et al. 2011; Sbordone et al. 2011; Monelli et al. 2013;
Piotto et al. 2015) can reveal the presence of splits or spreads
along the photometric evolutionary sequences indicative of
MPs and conclusively demonstrate weather threshold in age
or stellar mass exist to observe MPs (e.g.; Niederhofer et al.
2017a,b; Hollyhead et al. 2017; Martocchia et al. 2017; Hollyhead et al. 2017 submitted).
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